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What is Fibrex?
The sugar beet consists of:
~5% cell wall material
~18% sugar 
~77% water 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fibrex is a natural dietary fibre made from pure sugar beet cell- �wall material. 
Fibre intake is essential for our health. At present people living in �industrialized countries consume 15-20g dietary fibre per day, but an �increase to 30g (per 10 MJ) is recommended by nutritionists and health �professionals. ��This intake should contain both insoluble and soluble �fibre – Fibrex has a natural balance �of 2/3 insoluble and 1/3 soluble fibre.
�Fibrex has a unique water holding capacity that gives several �functional benefits.
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Production of Fibrex
Beet pulp is steam-dried at high temperature and pressure
Milled, sieved or flaked
No processing aids used during production

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our sugar beets grow in the southern part of Sweden. 
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Fibrex® 575 < 0.032mm

Fibrex® 595 < 0.125mm

Fibrex® 600 < 0.5mm

Fibrex® 608 < 2.0mm

Fibrex® 610 0.4-1.4mm

Fibrex® 615 1.2-2.0mm

Fibrex® 620 coarse, not milled

Fibrex® 630 flakes

Fibrex grades

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The different grades of Fibrex all consist of the same raw material,�dried sugar beet pulp, but milled and sieved into different particle �sizes (or rolled for flakes) to fit specific applications. The�performance of Fibrex is basically the same regardless of grade. ��Which grade to use is based on the desired visual appearance �or the degree of structure required in the end �product.�
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Nutritional composition, 
average

Insoluble fibre        1/3
+ 

Soluble fibre          2/3

Total dietary 
fibre   67 g*

*According to AOAC 

g/100g

Protein             8,0 g

Water               8,0 g

Sugar               5,5 g

Minerals           4,0 g

Fat                   1,0 g

Pectin                                         

Hemicellulose

Cellulose                

Lignin

27%                 

42%  

28%

3%         

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since Fibrex is a natural product, some of the values may change�depending upon which type of sugar beet has been growing in what type of soil, weather conditions etc. Although we have seen the values to be surprisingly constant over the years.
 
73% dietary fibre 
-   2/3 insoluble fibre that mainly works as a bulking agent and normalizes transit time. 
-   1/3 soluble fibre that is mainly responsible for the nutritional benefits of dietary fibre like e.g. lowering bad cholesterol and positive influence of the blood sugar level etc…
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Cell structure of the sugar-beet fibre

Dry Soaked

Magnified 300 times

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The pictures illustrate how Fibrex soaks up water. Left – a dry�Fibrex particle magnified 300 times and to the right after�it has been soaked in water. The cell structure�opens up again and sucks water into the empty cells.
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Particles versus cell structure

Non-lignified cell structureLignified particles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A pure cellulose fibre like wheat/oat fibre contains lignified particles. 
A lignified particle mainly binds water to its surface – adsorption�(not absorption) and the water will easily leave the particle or�evaporate under treatment.
 
Fibrex has a non-lignified cell structure where each cell has�been opened and emptied during the sugar extraction and�drying process. A dry Fibrex particle will soak water into the�empty cells where the water partly gels with the pectin�present in the cell wall material. The cell will literally be�refilled again.
 
Consequently the water inside the Fibrex particles is held in�two ways – surrounded by cell wall material and partly gelled�with the pectin. This gives a unique water holding capacity �(WHC) without changing the water activity in the end product�since the water is "bound" as described. There is no increase�of "free" water. 
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Hydration capacity of Fibrex

Water uptake capacity: 7 times

Water holding capacity*: 3.5 times, 
(thermostable)

*Water retained at a pressure 
of 10 k Pa

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When a fibre product is soaked in water, and the water is�left to run off, you measure the water uptake capacity�(WUC). The WUC of Fibrex is about 7 times.
 
If the soaked material is subject to pressure, the "excess"�water is squeezed out, and a measurement of a water�holding capacity (WHC) is obtained.
 
The WHC-value is the relevant measure in for example the bakery– 
it tells us how much water will be held through the�kneading, freezing, thawing, baking (and frying process).�The WHC-value for Fibrex is 3-4 times its own�weight!
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Fibrex and quality
ISO 9001 
ISO 14001
ISO 22000
HACCP
Halal
Kosher
MSDS
GMO free

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The production of Fibrex is subject to a rigorous quality and control system. This includes ISO 9001, ISO 14001, HACCP etc. Documentation can be supplied at request.
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Main Application Areas

Bakery

Other like snacks, soups, 
vegetarian

Processed eat

Health
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Key words - bakery applications

Thermostable water holding capacity

Prolonged freshholding

Increased dough yield

Better dough process ability

Naturally gluten-free

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fibrex has a light colour and when used at the correct levels will not affect the crumb colour, even in white bread. When the fibre should be visible, the coarser fractions 600, 610 and 630 can be used, enhancing the "fibre image".
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Key words - meat applications

Positive effects on appearance, colour 
and texture.

Unique water-holding capacity. Excellent 
resistence to machine processing.

Reduction of frying/cooking loss.

Reduction of costs.

Natural product.

Allergen-free.
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Key words - health applications

Bulking effect

Normalizing transit time

Normalized blood-glucose levels after meal

Satiety

Lower LDL-cholesterol

Bioavailability of minerals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fibrex is a perfect fibre ingredient due to its very high fibre content and balance between soluble/insoluble fibre. �Fibrex is a popular retail product with coealiac patients as a special grateful consumer group.
There is good experience since many years with Fibrex in müslis, granola bars, tablets, enteral nutrition etc.
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Key words – other application areas

As a flavour carrier in tea, tobacco and spice mixes

As reinforcement and fibre boost in extrusion for 
snacks or cereals

For a fibre boost in müsli and granola bars

To give texture and to manage water in different fillings
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